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ABSTRACT
Motivation:

The analysis of high dimensioned data, particularly those genera-
ted by advanced biotechnologies such as expression and CGH array
platforms, is not guaranteed to provide small dimensioned results.
Each component of a set of ’results’ may have assay and sample
specific attributes which are of potential interest to the collaborative
research team investigating a scientific question. In addition, because
current science necessitates multi-disciplinary and multi-institutional
research teams, it is imperative results be communicated clearly and
efficiently via a platform independent vehicle that allows for a custom
viewing experience.
Results: We provide an R software library, sendplot, which allows
users to generate interactive plots with tool-tip content. The software
creates a pair of files: a Portable Network Graphics (PNG) file which
is a bitmap image and an HTML file which contains embedded Javas-
cript code for dynamically generating tool-tips. When the HTML file
is opened within a supported browser, the PNG image is displayed
and the user is able to mouse over and view tool-tip windows for user
specified image locations. The information that appears in the tool-
tip windows is user specified and easy to configure. The functions in
sendplot provide a convenient means for R users to generate such
output for both scatter-plot and heatmap graphical displays.
Availability: The sendplot library is available at:

http://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Descriptions/sendplot.html

http://sphhp.buffalo.edu/biostat/research/software/sendplot/
Supplementary Information: Example output and a detailed
vignette can be found at:

http://sphhp.buffalo.edu/biostat/research/software/sendplot/
Contact: dpgaile@buffalo.edu
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1 BACKGROUND
The sendplot R library provides interactive plots with tool-tip con-
tent for two generic graphical representations of data: 1) scatter-
plots and 2) heatmaps (e.g., Eisenet al., 1998). While the software
has many generic applications. it is particularly useful for the ana-
lysis and visualization of array comparative genomic hybridization
(aCGH) data (Albertson and Pinkel, 2003). For example, the soft-
ware provides interactive heatmap representations of aCGH data
matrices with matrix columns corresponding to assayed samples,
matrix rows corresponding to particular array CGH assays, matrix
entries corresponding to observed log2 Tumor/Control values, and
tool-tip data displays that are customizable. Surveys of software for
the analysis of aCGH and microarray data in general are provided in
Chariet al., 2006, Hibbset al., 2005, and Prasad and Ahson, 2006.
To our knowledge, no other software packages currently provide the
functionality of sendplot.

2 DESCRIPTION

2.1 Graphics Generated by R
The graphical output used by sendplot is generated by R; it is output-
ted either directly to PNG format or it is generated in postscript and
then converted to PNG (recommended). Sendplot functions allow
for the graphics device to be partitioned via the ’layout’ mecha-
nism (Murrell, 1999) where it is assumed that the first figure (i.e.,
figure designated by a ’1’ in the layout design matrix) is the interac-
tive plot. This approach allows the construction of interactive plots
which contain any number of decorative plots of any level of com-
plexity. The interactive plot is limited to being either a scatter-plot
or heatmap image.

2.2 Interactive Tooltips
The sendplot functions generate an HTML file with embedded
Javascript code to create an interactive web page for viewing the
PNG graphic outputted from R. Using meta-data provided by R
about the PNG image, a pixel coordinate mapping (image map) is
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Fig. 1. A sendplot interactive heatmap for array comparative genomic hybri-
dization (aCGH) data. The rows of the data matrix correspond to particular
BAC aCGH assays spanning 6q23 and 6q24. The columns of the data
matrix correspond to particular clinical samples which were assayed. The
entries in the data matrix are color coded according to the fitted log2
Tumor/Control value for the particular BAC assay and sample. Decorative
(i.e., non-interactive) plots include a dendrogram displaying the manner
in which the samples were clustered (top), a plot of the linear combina-
tion of order statistics across samples (right), and a legend (bottom). The
cursor has been placed over the data matrix element corresponding to the
sample S.7 and BAC assay RP11-833N1. The resulting tooltip (and magnifi-
cation) is displayed. The contents of the tool-tip are user specified and highly
customizable.

generated using special HTML markup which links various areas of
the PNG image to customized Javascript code for rendering tool-
tip windows. The Javascript code detects when the users mouse
enters a specified area of the PNG image and displays a tool-tip
window containing the variable names and values defined for that
specific location. The wztooltip.js Javascript library (Zorn 2007)
is embedded within the HTML page and used for rendering the
tool-tips.

2.3 Creating the Image Map
The sendplot functions are flexible with respect to the dimension of
the graphical output and provide convenient mechanisms to create
the pixel mappings. For example,coordinate markers can be inclu-
ded in the PNG output so that the pixels which bound the active
region of the plot can be easily identified using mspaint of kolour-
paint. Once these coordinates are identified, the sendplot functions
map the plotted coordinates to pixel coordinates.

Tool-tip content is categorized as either x-specific, y-specific,
or point specific (e.g., xy-specific) and convenient mechanisms
exist to attach user-specified attributes to the interactive plot. For
example, in Figure 1 the tool-tip contains x-specific information
(i.e., spot.ID, loc.start, Chrom, and Fine.Band), y-specific informa-
tion (i.e., sample.ID and sex), and point specific information (i.e.,
log2.ratios.fitted and LGR).

2.4 heatmap.send: a Convenient Wrapper Function
The sendplot library includes the convenient wrapper function heat-
map.send. This allows users to create an interactive heatmap using
a function that utilizes the same set of arguments as the standard
heatmap function in R.

3 CONCLUSIONS
Although originally designed for applications related to the analysis
and visualization of expression array and array CGH data, the send-
plot functions are generally applicable to any dataset which can be
displayed using scatter-plot of heatmap (i.e., ’image’) functions in
R. The sendplot library allows for quick and convenient generation
of customizable interactive plots with tool-tip content.
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